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SCENARI  
Today, many creatives and entrepreneurs rely on crowdfunding, the collection of

capital from large groups of people on the internet, to bring their goals to

fruition. The United States serves as one of the most dominant in terms of funds

raised from this innovative method. From brilliant short films to the next “seen on

tv” phenomenon, crowdfunding can turn dreams into reality. We used data from

a prominent crowdfunding platform, Kickstarter, to answer the question: How

does the category of a Kickstarter campaign influence its success?

This information will display what people in the United States are most interested

in when it comes to crowdfunding so entrepreneurs and creators can predict

their own success.



    The dataset, titled "Kickstarter Projects" includes data from campaigns between 2009

and 2016. The dataset contains fields like the name, category, deadline, funding goal,

number of backers, amount pledged in US Dollars, percent of funding goal raised, and the

state (success/failure) of each project. Because we sought to find the commonalities

between successful crowdfunding campaigns, we primarily focused on the number of

backers, state, percent of funding goal raised, and amount in US dollars pledged for each

category. In order to identify trends in successful Kickstarters, we looked at possible

connections between the average number of backers, total funds raised, and average

funding goal for each of the 15 main categories of campaign. Of course, since we focused

on U.S. data alone, campaigns from other countries were omitted.

The Data



 
Average Goal by Category: For every single category, the average funding goal for successful projects was significantly lower

than that of the failed projects. The average goal for successful campaigns was $9,547.93 while the average goal for failed

campaigns was $50,109.93. Therefore, campaigns with low funding goals tend to be more successful than those that call for

grandiose, high goals. The three highest average goals for successful campaigns belonged to Tech, Games, and Design, while

the highest average goals for failed projects belonged to Tech, Film, and Games. This suggests that Technology and Games

have the highest chances of success in the lower goal range, as well as the lowest chances for success in the high goal range. 

Average Number of Backers Per Fundraiser by Main Category: The graph clearly shows that in each category, there is a

correlation between a higher number of backers and overall success. This may be due to the fact that more backers equals

more support for a concept. The categories with the highest average number of backers per fundraiser include Games,

Technology, and Design projects. The average amount of backers for successful projects was 271 while the average amount

for failed projects was 16.4, further supporting this claim.



Success Rate and Percent of Goal Obtained by Category: Out of all the categories, the Journalism category

had the highest percentage of failures (0.01% of goals obtained) whereas the Design category had the lowest

percentage of failures (.049% of goals obtained). For successes, Design had the highest percentage (4% of

goals obtained)  and the lowest percentage was Dance (1.13% of goals obtained). This shows that projects in

Games and Design tend to have a greater chance at being successful despite the number of projects in these

categories, and that projects geared towards artistic pursuits (i.e. Film, Theater, and Dance) tend to fall short

in their goal and/or fail.



Conclusion
Through our analysis, we found that the categories with the highest chance of success are

technology, games, and design projects. In addition, if these projects garner a higher

number of backers (average of 271) and aim for a lower funding goal (below $50,109.93

and closer to $9457.93), they are even more likely to succeed. Fashion and Comics

projects actually came very close, but the success rate relative to the amount of projects

for these categories was significantly lower. Why may all of these conclusions be true?

Since technology, games, and design (products) tend to be growing fields with a lot to offer

consumers, they're more likely to receive funding compared to projects like films, art, and

journalism which are more intellectual and subjective. A higher number of backers means

more people want and agree with a concept, especially when the funding goal is so low. A

lower goal most likely means that the products themselves will be sold for a lower cost to

consumers. In the end, the category of a Kickstarter Project did indeed impact its success.
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